
The Making of Milwaukee John Gurda's definitive history of Milwaukee, from its earliest days to the present. Highly acclaimed, expertly written and richly illustrated, a must-have book for anyone interested in Milwaukee and its origins. Cream City Chronicles: Stories of Milwaukee's Past An award-winning collection of lively stories about the people, events, landmarks and institutions that have made Milwaukee a unique American community. See more ideas about Milwaukee, Visit milwaukee, Milwaukee wisconsin. Families visiting Milwaukee with kids will be pleasantly surprised to find the city has a lot to offer, from its unique museums to bustling waterfront. Whiskey Accessories Roasted Chestnuts For Everyone Best Gifts My Favorite Things Amazing Gifts Festive Christmas Ideas Image. Books & Games | Saks.com. Milwaukee’s Irish can claim a long and distinguished heritage throughout the city’s history. The fact that Irish immigrants could speak English gave them an advantage and enabled them to become community leaders and gain economic independence. This book captures the story of Milwaukee’s Irish community in photographs, covering everything from the early wave of immigration to today’s annual Irish Fest. Irish Milwaukee quantity. — or —. Add to cart. Want a discount? At Milwaukee®, Heavy Duty is more than just a slogan. It is a promise to offer the best to professional users. Milwaukee engineers don’t just design tools. They design tools to get the job done better, faster, reliably and safely. MX Fuel, MX4 Drill BITS. Breaking Hammers. High Output Batteries. Stud Tape Measure.